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A short presentation of the project: 

At each meeting, four or five “books” / storytellers share their stories for fifteen minutes, 

with five minutes earmarked for Q&A. This happens over two rounds in relatively small 

groups, while a third round is dedicated to mingling between the participants and 

deepening the conversation. After a break the participants join an evaluation circle, 

during which they share what they think they will bring home: their immediate 

impressions and thoughts, 

An informal atmosphere is fostered: participants can help themselves to a coffee, they 

speak in small groups. Interpretation is provided for those speakers who need it. 

A “living library”, sometimes called a “human library”, is not a new concept, and is 

often reinterpreted and readjusted depending on the circumstances. In some cases, 

readers enter the space and pick the available “book” that interests them most based 

on a short description (E.g. “living with a disability, nothing stops me”). 

A “living library” can also function online, with virtual events and videos available for 

participants to share their experiences. 

A short presentation of the organization / association: 

In the words of one of the organisers of “Dzīvā bibliotēka”, a “living library” is called so 

because the method creates a direct connection to a library: guest speakers take the 

roles of storytellers. It starts with the principle that everyone’s story is valuable and that 

everyone has a story to tell. Run by “We Want to Help Refugees”, a Riga-based NGO, 

and financed by the Rīga City Council’s Education Culture and Sports Departments' 

Projects and Society Integration Division, “living libraries” were held as events open to 

residents of Riga in 2017. The activity was also incorporated into larger city events such 

as the World Refugee Day and the Eat, Meet and Greet event. 

Aspects that make this practice a good example of safe learning space: 

A “living library” can be considered a safe space as it showcases a clear connection to 

an actual library, a physical space that many associate with quiet introspection and 

the discovery of new worlds. In the context of adult learning, a “living library”, in which 

participants share their life experiences, could be organized during workshops that aim 

at preventing discrimination, deconstructing stereotypes, or during community-building 

activities. 

Living Library as a safe space to meet a community



That said, a few issues have been highlighted by some organisers of “living libraries”. 

One organizer of such a space pointed out that it is important to set enough time for 

readers to discover the story, but also eventually to allow storytellers to meet each 

other. Setting the physical space is also important: while it might be tempting to 

organize it in an actual library, it might also end up being disruptive to those who are 

visiting it and not participating in the activity. 

It also needs to be pointed out that terminology itself might raise some issues. Some 

participants might hesitate to use the word “story” when discussing their personal 

experience, or to associate themselves with “books”. Whether or nor the participants 

want to weave a narrative around an experience that might be deeply personal or 

even traumatic should be clarified before the activity takes place, as storytelling might 

seem like an activity that is purely entertaining. 

Boundaries are clearly established, psychological support is available in cases where it 

is especially needed, for example when the aim of creating a video is to work over a 

trauma. Learners often come from homogenous groups and share similar experiences. 

Trainers are regularly trained to approach the process with the sensitivity that is required 

in the process. 

It is important to point out that while a screening of the finished videos is often a 

moment of celebration, it does not always need to be the case. One person that EAEA 

spoke to about digital storytelling (from an organisation other than MAKS) admitted that 

some experiences discussed during the workshop prove to be so traumatic for the 

group that a collective decision is taken not to see the result. 

 

Exploring the cross-border transferability: 

 
Storytelling has a long history and value in most cultures, although how stories are told 

might differ. Some adjustments to the activity might be needed depending on who the 

participants are. 

 

Contacts and links for further reading: 

Example of a “Living Library” event in Riga: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?V=vncj98dfhkq&t=2s 

Eat, Meet and Greet event in Riga: https://www.youtube.com/watch?V=wnpbvqbrnes 

UNHCR article about the practice: https://www.unhcr.org/neu/11171-living-library-in- riga-

stories-as-means-for-promoting-understanding.html 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNCj98dFhKQ&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNPBvqbrNes
https://www.unhcr.org/neu/11171-living-library-in-riga-stories-as-means-for-promoting-understanding.html
https://www.unhcr.org/neu/11171-living-library-in-riga-stories-as-means-for-promoting-understanding.html
https://www.unhcr.org/neu/11171-living-library-in-riga-stories-as-means-for-promoting-understanding.html


Other examples: 

Blog post by Lancashire Teaching Hospital who implemented the practice, with useful 

suggestions: 

Https://www.lksnorth.nhs.uk/blog/posts/a-living-library-where-people-are-the-books/ 

 

Example of a digital living library: https://humanlibrary.org/ 
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